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Ethereal Fichu

Start at the point of the triangle
and increase to the widest point,
creating a pretty pointed edge
along the sides of the triangle.

To add a bit of a curve to the
basic triangle shape, the initial
lace motif transitions into a
similar one with a slightly differ-
ent scale partway through the
length of the fichu.

A pretty coordinating edging is
worked sideways to bind off and
complete your project.

Charted and written stitch
instructions are included.

Sizing
42" at longest point and
56 (60)" at widest point

Yarn, Needles and Notions
475 (500) yards laceweight yarn

Size 6 US (4.0 mm) knitting
needles suggested

Gauge: 4 stitches per inch
over blocked pattern stitch

Stitch markers

Pictured model was knitted with 2 skeins Buffalo Gold “Buffboo”
75% bamboo 25% pure bison (300 yards/50g skein)

Picture yourself in this lovely sheer and flowing triangular
shoulder wrap knitted in geometric lace motifs.

This is a good project to make in a special exotic fiber
you’ve always wanted as it requires only a relatively small
amount of laceweight yarn for a nice-sized versatile wrap.

Note: This updated Ethereal Fichu publication contains instructions
for both the original style and a second style which is a slight variation
(pictured on this page). This second style has a slightly wider profile
for those who might prefer that. This publication has also been
updated to contain an additional Chart D (which is used in the second
style) as well as written stitch instructions corresponding to all charts.


